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Abstract 
Top achievements in modern sports are not distributed evenly among humans of various origins. 
Athletes of African origin dominate several fields of athletics, especially short- and long-distance 
running, which differ in their physiological and muscle structure characters and requirements. 
This contrasts dramatically with their near absence from the group of leading swimmers at all 
distances. The conspicuous absence of world-class swimmers of African origin cannot be ex-
plained by current or recent social aspects or by the history of their discrimination, and therefore 
deserves an alternative explanation. I propose that the conspicuous weakness of athletes of Afri-
can origin in swimming is related to their evolution in the natural African environment with the 
probable inherited and a certain biological and/or cultural fear of predation by crocodiles and of 
infection by various pathogens and parasites. Members of the genus Homo that emigrated from 
Africa during the last 1.8 million years or have evolved outside Africa had sufficient time to get rid 
of the biological and/or cultural fear of swimming directly, or by gene exchange with contempo-
rary groups that left Africa long ago and had adapted to safer water habitats. The release from the 
fear of crocodiles, pathogens and parasites at higher latitudes must have influenced other aspects 
of environmental exploitation of aquatic habitats by various hominin types, an issue outside the 
scope of his assay. 
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Top achievements in modern sports are not distributed evenly among nations or people of various origins, as 
demonstrated in the 2013 summer world championships in swimming (held in Spain) and athletics (held in the 
Russian Federation). The dominance of athletes of African origin in several fields of athletics, especially both 
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short and long distance running, two running types that require different physiological and muscle structure 
characters (e.g., Epstein, 2013), contrasts dramatically with their near absence from the group of leading swim-
mers at all distances. 

Since the 1960’s, when the general discrimination against people of African origin, including in sports, began 
to relax, their inherent superiority in certain types of sports, especially running, became obvious. Therefore, the 
conspicuous absence of world-class swimmers of African origin, which cannot be related to current or recent 
social phenomena, or to the availability of adequate swimming pools for training, deserves an alternative expla-
nation. Moreover, concerning both air and water temperature, and the human body energy budget, it is much 
easier to swim in hot countries than in cold ones as swimming in cold water may be even deadly as a result of 
severe energy loss (Tipton et al., 1999; Brannigan et al., 2009). I propose that the conspicuous weakness of ath-
letes of African origin in swimming is related to their biological and cultural evolution with the very risky Afri-
can natural aquatic environment. 

Archaeological and molecular studies show that during at least the last 1.8 million years, hominines (Lordki-
panidze et al., 2013) and later humans (e.g., Stewart & Stringer, 2012), emigrated out of Africa again and again, 
sometimes mixing with other human types such as the Neanderthals, the Denisovans and at least one other, ear-
lier unknown archaic human group. All these are human groups that had left Africa tens, hundreds of thousands 
or even millions of years earlier (Stewart & Stringer, 2012; Cann, 2013; Lachance & Tishkoff, 2013). The mo-
lecular evidence for probable earlier events of genetic mixings among various hominines that lived outside 
Africa was likely lost with their degraded DNA in very early skeleton finds. However, it should be considered 
that stone tool production traditions indicate an African origin of various hominin groups that left Africa 1.3 - 
0.75 million years ago (Bar-Yosef & Goren-Inbar, 1993; Goren-Inbar et al., 2000), hominin groups for which 
we have no DNA evidence. Thus, the modern Homo sapiens populations that were separated from those cur-
rently found in Africa some 160,000 years ago (e.g., Klyosov, 2014) had sufficient time to develop local adapta-
tions to Eurasian conditions based on their own gene pool or by supplementation by some genetic contributions 
from various other Eurasian-adapted ancient local Homo spp. populations (e.g., Stewart & Stringer, 2012; Huer-
ta-Sánchez et al., 2014). However, understanding the relative roles of Africa and Eurasia in human evolution is 
still far from complete (e.g., Klyosov, 2014). 

Concerning the evolutionary adaptations for swimming, there was a dramatic difference between African and 
Eurasian temperate regions, for instance, the existence versus the lack of crocodiles and of the less important 
Hippopotamus amphibius (Dunham et al., 2010). Of additional great important may be the various other com-
mon African aquatic pests such as Schistosomiasis, also known as bilharzia (Jordan & Rosenfield, 1983), Dra-
cunculiasis (Guinea worm disease) (Cairncross et al., 2002), and Elephantiasis and Loa (river blindness) (Cox, 
2002) to mention just the famous ones. In the Old World, crocodiles are not found in latitudes higher than 35˚ 
(Martin, 2008) and there are no other common freshwater predators as dangerous to humans as crocodiles in la-
titudes higher than 35˚. Crocodiles are much more dangerous to swimmers than hippopotami not only because of 
the current larger numbers of crocodile casualties (e.g., Dunham et al., 2010) even after they were hunted in 
many places to the verge of extinction (Musambachime, 1987), but because crocodiles, which specialize in am-
bush hunting, attack by surprise, and hippopotami, which as vegetarians attack for other reasons are larger and 
are much easier to spot and avoid. For millions of years, African mammals the size of humans and even those 
that are several times larger, were exposed to a critical risk of predation by crocodiles whenever they ap-
proached aquatic habitats. Their only available defensive strategy was to lower the risk by avoiding aquatic ha-
bitats as much as possible. This avoidance character should have been selected for strongly and repeatedly. The 
same is true concerning the above-mentioned pests and parasites as well as others that were not mentioned. 
Therefore, for at least hundreds of thousands of years (e.g., Stewart & Stringer, 2012; Cann, 2013; Lachance & 
Tishkoff, 2013) and probably for almost 1.8 million years, early hominine types and H. sapiens living outside 
Africa or outside other tropical or hot regions, especially in Europe and in non-tropical or subtropical Asia, 
could develop their swimming abilities directly and possibly also acquire some additional adaptations by gene or 
even cultural exchange with other Homo spp. types that had left Africa and its dangerous waters much earlier 
and evolved accordingly. If the fear of aquatic habitats has a genetic component, what I propose here is a classic 
case of vestigialization, loss of non-functional characters sensu Fong et al. (1995). 

In Africa (and other crocodile, pathogen, and parasite-rich hot regions such as south East Asia), hominines 
and humans that had a strong tendency to spend much time in rivers and lakes were repeatedly exposed to a 
strong predation pressure by crocodiles and various parasites and pathogens and selected against. It should be 
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remembered that before the development of large and safe boats or rafts, and when crocodiles were much more 
abundant than today because they had not yet been hunted as in recent millennia and especially in the last cen-
tury (Musambachime, 1987), their mortal danger must have caused a strong biological/cultural imprint in hu-
mans living where they were abundant (e.g., Pooley et al., 1989; McGregor, 2005). This, combined with the 
many other common dangers of African aquatic habitats mentioned above, seem to be the reason for the lower 
tendency of people of African origin for water-related sports. 

Fear from predation based on deep genetic foundations seems to have influenced human behavior. Some of 
our fears belong to very early Mesozoic (mammalian-wide) 140-million-year old neural circuits, other but still 
very early fears are Cenozoic (20 million years old), and others (Homo specific), are of Mid- and Upper Paleo-
lithic origin (Bracha, 2006). Rhesus monkeys, for instance, fear toy crocodiles (Cook & Mineka, 1989) and pre-
dation in general had a significant influence on primate evolution (Anderson, 1986). Thus, when it comes to the 
edge of the human athletic ability, like the current level of competitive sports happens to be, the contrasting abil-
ities of athletes of African versus those of Euro-Asian origin concerning running and swimming seem to reflect 
the historical influence of the distribution of the most dangerous common aquatic predators—the crocodilians as 
well as the common occurrence of a multitude of pathogens and parasites in African waters. I propose that the 
long history of avoiding crocodile attacks and aquatic parasites, which is the very best defensive strategy, is at 
the root of the current weakness of athletes of African origin in sportive swimming. 

Several recent successful attempts to understand the biological basis for some types of athletic superiority re-
vealed a monogenic biochemical basis for such an advantage (Epstein, 2013), but not all adaptations are mono-
genic or even physiological from a biochemical point of view. There are current H. sapiens athletes of recent 
African origin that have biochemical adaptations for either sprinting or the endurance needed for long distance 
running, but such types of genetic adaptations for athletics that have been studied to date (e.g., Lachance & 
Tishkoff, 2013; Epstein, 2013) may not provide the correct explanation when fear of predation and of aquatic 
habitats is involved. I propose that the dramatically lower tendency to swim by people of recent African origin is 
probably behavioral (with either a genetic or cultural basis) rather than physiological, and should therefore be 
studied via the recording of brain activity following the exposure to images of, or actual crocodiles, as was re-
cently done to examine the differences in brain activity between women and men (Ingalhalikar et al., 2014). 
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